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SURVEY OF RECENT HALAKHIC
PERIODICAL LITERATURE
BIRKAT HA-GOMEL AND TEFILLAT HA-DERI'KH
FOR AIR TRAVELERS

The Gemara, Berakhot 54b, records:

Gemara, it is preferable to pronounce the

"Thcre are four (classes of people) who
must offer thanksgiving: those who cross
the sea, those who travel through deserts,
onc who has been sick and has recovered

blessing but with the omission of both
the Divine Name and of the reference to

God as King of the universe. Later

prison and has emerged." Rambam,

authorities rule entirely in accordance
with the first opinion cited by Shulhan
Arukh. Hence, in view of the fact that

Hi/khot Berakhot 10:8, substitutes the

a blessing without invocation of the

term "wayfarcrs" (holekhei derakhim)

Divine Name and reference to God as
King of the universe is of no halakhic
import, those authorities require recita-

and one who has been incarcerated in

for "those who travel through deserts."
According to Rambam, safe completion
of even an intercity journey necessitates
recitation of this blessing. The Gemara

thorities maintain that birkat ha-gomel,

the blessing in its usual form upon
tiou of
deliverance from any form of danger. It
should be emphasized that such blessings
are not discretionary; they are either
required by virtue of rabbinic edict or are
forbidden as an unwarranted invocation

the blessing of thanksgiving, is to be

of the Divine :'ame.

recited only in conjunction with the four
specifically enumerated forms of deliv-

The question of whether birkat hagomel should be recited upon safe completion of an airplane flight was first
addressed in the very early days of air

adduces biblical verses expressing praise

of God for deliverance from each of
these dangers. Accordingly, some au-

erance. According to this position, the
verses reflect commonly encountered
forms of danger and the rabbinic rcgulation prescribing the blessing is similarly

travel by R. David Zevi Kat/berg, editor

limited to those frequent forms of divine

Talpiyot, in the Tammuz 5694 issue of
that publication. Rabbi Kat/berg sees no

deliverance. Other authorities maintain
that the phenomena described are not
exhaustive and that the blessing was

ordained for recitation upon deliverance
from any form or danger, e.g., from the
collapse of a wall upon an individual, thc
attack of a wild beast, the goring of an
ox, etc. Shulhan Arukh. Orah Hayyim
i i 9:9, records both opinions and rules

that, in instances of dcliverance from a
danger not included among the four
categories explicitly enumerated by the

of the Hungarian Torah journal Tel

reason to recite birkat ha-gomel upon
safe completion of a short intercity flight
since Rema, Orah Hayyim 2 i 9:7, rules,

contrary to Rambam's position, that no
such blessing is required subsequent to
interurban surface travel. He further
notes that "even when traveling by boat
from Pest to Vienna and the like we have
never heard that ha-gomel is recited."
However, the same author states that

circumnavigation of the globe, flight at
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an inordinately high altitude, or any

other dangerous form of flight, does
necessitate recitation of birkat ha-gomel.
These rulings seem to be entirely unexceptionable: According to Rema's rul-

themselves not been endangered in any

way.' The fact that other persons frequently do experience danger under

similar eircumstanees is sufficient to
establish a blanket obligation for all

ing, ordinary intercity travel does not

members of those classes. Deliverance

occasion this blessing, while latter-day

from other dangers, according to the

authorities rule that even activities other

opinion of those authorities, similarly
occasions recitation of the blessing, but

than travel necessitate recitation of the
blessing when danger of some sort has

only if the person in qucstion was

been encountered. At the time that

actually endangered.' Thus a routine

Rabbi Katzberg's article was published,
round-the-world flight and travel at high
altitudes certainly entailed a high degree

flight ovcr a sca or desert would not

of danger. The crucial question is
whether an uneventful transoceanic

require hirkat ha-gomel on those

grounds. J\evertheless, both Rabbi Yosef
and Rabbi Waldenberg rule that a flight

flight or a flight over a desert gcncrates
an obligation with regard to hirkat ha-

over an ocean or ovcr a desert necessitates recitation of birkat ha-gomel They
reason simply that since a sea or desert
has been traversed in the course of the

addressed by Rabbi Katzbcrg. Such an
obligation may follow simply from the

journey the mode of travel is irrelevant,

gomel. That question is not at all
fact that air travel is no different from
travel by land or sea. lIenee, even though
the journey has been by air, the traveler
who has traversed eithcr a sea or a desert
may be obligated to recite the blessing as

particularly since air travel is no less

dangerous than surface travel. A similar
view is ascribed to the late Satmar Rav,
R. Joel Teitelbaum, by R. Ya'akov

Breisch in an article that appcarcd in the

Tammuz 5716 issue of Ha-Ma'or and is

a member of one of the four specifically

reprinted in Rabbi Breisch's responsa

enumerated categories of people for

collection, llelkat Ya 'akov, i 1. no. 9.

whom the blessing is required. Alternatively, since he has traveled by air, he
may not be included in those specific

categories but may nevertheless be

R. Pincus Epstein, the late head of thc
Bet Din of Jerusalem's Fdah ha-Haredit,

also concurrcd in this ruling as is
recorded in his glosses appended to

required to recite the blessing in accor-

R. Bctzalcl Stcrn's Teshuvot Be- Tsel ha-

dance with the view that those categories

Hokhmah, i, p_ 190b.

arc not exhaustive but that the blessing is

obligatory for all persons delivered from
danger.

R. Moses Feinstein, 19gerot
Mosheh, Orah Hayyim, II, no. 59,

no. 14, correctly note that transoceanic

reaches a similar but more far-reaching
conclusion, albeit on somewhat different
grounds. 19gerot Mosheh argues that,
although the danger encountered in the
wilderness is essentially accidental in

night would not occasion hirkat ha-

naturc, the danger inherent in sea voy-

R. Ovadiah Yosef, Yahi'a Orner II,

Orah Hayyim, no. 14, sec. 2, and R.
Eliezer Waldenberg, Tzitz Fli'ezer, XL,

gomel by virtue of the second consideration. Even those authorities who maintain that the classes of persons enumerated by the Gemara as being required to

ages that serves as a basis of the obliga-

tion for thanksgiving is not the danger
occasioned by a storm or an accident of
some type. Rather, asserts 19gerot

recite the blessing are not exhaustive

lvlosheh. the very nature of travel in a

concede that these classes are not merely
paradigmatic. Membcrs of the enumer-

ship is intrinsically dangerous because
man cannot survive for a significant

ated classes are required to recite the

period of time in water; it is the ship that

blessing even if thcy have not met with

serves to protect the traveler from the

any untoward experience and have

danger of the sea surrounding him.
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Since, at times, the ship may prove to

Yismah Lev, II, no. 4; and Sedei Hemed,

be unseaworthy, the ocean voyager is
always at risk. The identical considera-

Ma 'arekhet Berakhoi, no. 2, sec. 15
no. 42, also maintain that hirkat ha-

tion, argues Iggerot Musheh, applies to

gomel must be recited subsequent to a

airplane travelers. Man cannot survive in

train trip of at least one parasang in

the sky; it is only the airplane which

distancc even though the distance is

protects him from danger. Since the
airplane may malfunction, the air passenger is always at risk. Hence, con-

cludes Iggerot Musheh, an airplane
traveler must recite thc birkat ha-gomel
for precisely the same reason that a sea
voyager recites that blessing.
Iggerut Mosheh gocs beyond other
authoritics in ruling that hirkat ha-gomel
is required subsequent to any plane
journey, including those undertaken

entirely over dry land. This conclusion is
entirely consistent with his thesis con-

ccrning the consideration which prompts

traversed much more rapidly than would
be tbe case with a more primitive form of
travel. However, R. Judah Grunwald,
Teshuvot Zikhrori Yehudah, Orah Hay-

yim. no. 42, asserts that the stipulated
distance of a parasang is the normative

minimum only for an individual who
travels on foot. When traveling by motor
vehicle, rules Zikhrun Yehudah, there is

no similar obligation with regard to
birkat ha-gumelunless the journey is of a
time period cqual to that which it would
take for an individual to travcrse a
parasang on foot. The period or time

hirkat ha-gomel for ocean voyagers.
According to Iggerot Mosheh's reason-

rcquircd for an avcrage person to cover a

ing, thc danger of travel in the sky is
entirely analogous to the danger of ocean
travel. Accordingly, every airplane trip is

hour and twelve minutes. Yabi'a Orner,

tantamount to a sea journcy. 19gerut

parasang by foot is establishcd as an
I, Orah Hayyim, no. 13, sec 9, rules in
accordance with the opinion of Zikhron

Yehudah. This is also the opinion of
Rabbi Y. A. Silber, Az Nidberu, VI,

Mosheh does not stipulate any minimum
distance or minimum period of travel for

no. 664 In Yahi'a Orner, 11, Orah

incurring an obligation with regard to

Hayyim, no. 14, sec. 3, and in Yehavveh

birkat ha-gome/. If there is no minimum

Da 'at, II, no. 26, Rabbi Y osef similarly

distance or time period and if 19gerot

rules that hirkat ha-gomel must be

Mosheh's reasoning is taken to its logical

recited subsequent to any flight of at

conclusion, it would appear that a ride in

least one hour and twelve minutes in du-

a funicular, or even on a ferris whcel,

ration. Rabbi Yitzchak Ya'akov Weisz,

would similarly require recitation of

Teshuvot Minhal Yitshak, II, no. 47,

birkat ha-gome/.

correctly notes that Rabbi Y osef expres-

A somewhat different position is

ses this view in accordance with the

espoused by Rabbi Ovadiah Y osef.

Sephardic practice requiring birkat hagomel on the occasion of all intercity
travel. Sephardic practice follows Ram-

Halakhah requires that, during the
course of his travel, the travelcr rccite
te.filat ha-derekh, the wayfarer's prayer

bam's position that not only travel

beseeching that he be grantcd a safe

through a desert, but also any intercity

journey and delivered from any danger.

journey, occasions birkat ha-gumel.

As recorded in Shulhan Arukh, Orah

However, it follows from Rabbi Yosef's

Hayyim 110:7, that prayer is recitcd only
upon embarking on a voyagc of at lcast
one para
sang in length.' Shulhan Arukh,
Orah Hayyim 219:7, rules that the same
distance constitutes thc minimum length

exposition, and indeed it is implicitly
stated by him, that travel over a sea or
desert would require recitation of hirkat
ha-gomel according to all authorities.
However, a number of authorities,

of a voyage necessitating birkat ha-

including R. Ya'akov Breisch, Ha-

gome/. A number of authorities, includ-

Ma'or, Tammuz 5716 and Teshuvot

vir, III, 313b; Teshuvot

He/kat Ya'akov, II, no. 9; R. Yitzchak

ing Petah ha- De
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Ya'akov Weisz, Teshuvnt Minhai Yitshak, Il. no. 46; R. Betzalel Stern,

maintained that thc Sages ordained this
prayer only for a person who travels on a

Teshuvot Be- Tsel ha-Hokhmah, 1,

"derekh" or "way." Since the Gemara

no. 20; and R. Isaac Liebes, Teshuvoi

clcarly statcs that thc sky is "the way of

Bet Avi, iv, no. 18, sec. 4, rule that air
travel does not necessitate recitation of

the eagle," but not simply a "way,"
recitation of thc "wayfarer's" prayer, he

birkat ha-gomel. lfelkat Ya'akov, Minhat Yilshak and Be- Tsel ha-Hokhmah

maintained, is not within the ambit of

also quote thc latc Belier Rehhe,

as an example of the Rogatchover's keen

R. Aaron Rokeah, as espousing this
position as welL. Be- Tsel ha-Hokhmah
reports that the Tchebiner Rav, R. Dov

Berish Weidenfeld, was also 10 agreement with this ruling,

An intriguing argument has been
advanced in support of the view that
airplane travelers sbould not recite the
wayfarcr's prayer during the course of
airplane travel. That position is derived

from a provision of Jewish law incorporated in the regulations pertaining to the

commandment conccrning sending a
mother bird from its nest prior to taking
nestlings or cggs. The terminology in
which the commandment is couched, "If
a birds nest chance to be before you in

the way" (Deuteronomy 22:6), makcs it
clear that this obligation exists only with

regard to birds that a person comes upon
on a roadway or thc like. For this reason

the Gemara, Hulln 139b, indicates that

that edict. Rabbi Zevin cites this incident

intellect and acumen but expresses
ambivalence with regard to the substantive halakhic conclusion. Rabbi Y oscf,

Yehavveh Da'at, II, no. 26, questions
whether the Rogatchover intended his
comments to be construed as a definitive
ruling or whether they were intended

merely as an intcllectual tour de force.
Rabbi Y osef himself rules that airplane

travelers should recite tefilat ha-derekh.
A similar line of reasoning with

regard to recitation of hirkai ha-gomel
subsequent to intercity air travel or a
flight over a desert is advanced by Helkat
Ya 'akov without reference to the

Rogatchover's ruling vis-a-vis tefilat haderekh. This analysis, which focuses

upon the denotation of the term

"derekh," does not, however, appear to

be germane with regard to hirkat hagomel. As Yahi'a Orner points out, the

thc commandment does not encompass a
situation in which one comes upon a bird

terminology employed by the Gemara
with regard to hirkat ha-gomel does not

carrying its nest while flying:

include use of the term "derekh."

R. Judah said in the name of Rav. "If a
man has found a nest in the sea, he is bound
to let the dam go since it is written, 'Thus

said the Lord \vho makes a way in the sea'
(Isaiah 43: 16). Then, in the like manner, if a
man has found a nest in the sky inasmuch

as it is written, 'The way of the eagle is in
the sky' (Proverbs 30: 19), he should also,
shoold he not, bc bound to let the dam go?
(The sky) is referred to as the 'way of the
eagle' but never simply as 'way.'"

Although Yahi 'a Orner and Bet A vi both
note that the biblical verse eited by the

Gemara in conjunction with travel
through a desert, "They wandered in the
wilderness in a desert way" (Psalms

107:4), does employ the term "derekh,"
Bel A vi comments that such rcferencc
does not occur in the verses quoted in
conjunction with travel by sea. Both

Shitot (Tel Aviv, 5718), p. 97, relates

authorities emphasize that the Gemara
speaks explicitly of "those who travel
through the desert" indicating that the
rabbinic edict is not predicated upon the

that, when askcd whcthcr an airplane

connotation of the term "derekh."

R. Shlomoh Y osef Zevin, ¡shim vetraveler should recite tejilui hu-derekh,

Although Rambam extends the obliga-

the Rogatchover Ga'on, R. Joseph

tion to "holekhei derakhim," i.e., all

Rosen, immediately and without hcsitation cited this discussion and responded

wayfarers, he should not bc understood

as employing that term in a strictly

in the negative. The Rogatehover Ga'on

technical sense since it docs not appear in
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the Gemara itself. Rather, Rambam
simply expresses the view that the edict
governing travel through a desert is not
limited solely to that category of travel

tion of the dangers of air travel must be
regarded as voluntary in nature.
It should also be noted that Het A vi

somewhat equivocally advances another

but includes all wayfarcrs. Thus, thcrc is

argument in support of the position that

no reason to assume that only a person
who traverses a "derekh" is required to

airplane travel does not occasion recita-

recite hirkai ha-gomel.

tinction to the position of Iggerot

The principal argument in support
of this position as formulated by Helkat

voyages occasion recitation of that bless-

Ya'akov, Be-Tset ha-Hokhmah and Bet
A vi is that

the categories of sea voyagers

and "thosc who travel through thc dcscrt" are limited by definition to travelers

upon the surface of the sea or desert.
Hence, airplane travel, even when transoceanic, is not within the ambit .of the
obligation established by rabbinic

dccrce.

Minhat Yitshak advances the rather
curious argument that it is precisely
because air travel is more dangerous

than other forms of travel that birkat ha-

gomel is not requircd as an cxprcssion of
thanksgiving for having been delivered

from danger. R. Hayyim Joseph David
Azulai, Mahazik Berakhah 219: i, questions whether or not hirkai ha-gomel was
recited by the High Priest upon emerging
unscathcd from thc Holy of Holics on

Yom Kippur. Indeed, one does not find
mention of recitation of this blessing by
other historical personages who placed
themselves in extreme danger with no

tion of birkat ha-gomel In contradis-

Mosheh, Bel Avi maintains that sea
ing by virtue of deliverance from the

danger resulting from waves which arise
in the occan. This is evidenced by the fact
that the Gemara citcs thc vcrses, "They

that go down to the sea in ships. . . . He
raised the stormy wind. . . . They rcelcd
to and fro and staggered likc a drunkcn
man. . . . He made the storm calm so that

the waves thereof were still" (Psalms
107:23-29), in establishing that seafarers

are required to offcr praise for their
deliverance. Bet A vi argues that, since
there are no waves in thc sky and hcnce
this danger is nonexistent with regard to
air travel, there cannot be an obligation

for recitation of hirkat ha-gomel for the
safe complction of a trip by air.
In a somewhat diffcrcnt vein BeTsel ha-Hokhmah argues that since the

dangers of air travel arc idcntical
whether the travel takes place over an
ocean or over dry land, there can be no
logical reason for requiring transoceanic
air travelers to recite a blessing not

recited by persons travelling by air over

untoward effect. Mahazik Berakhah

dry land. The thanksgiving offered,

responds by stating that hirkat haogomel

argues Be-Tset ha-Hokhmah, is for thc
deliverance from the particular danger
associated with sea travel. Since those

was ordained only for deliverance from

an involuntarily assumed peril but not
for deliverance from a danger that is
assumed in an entirely voluntary manner. Minhat Yitshak notes the objection
that persons embarking upon sea voyages and caravan journeys also volun-

tarily place themselves in danger. In
response he states that since there is no

dangers are nonexistent with regard to
airplane travel over the sea, Be- Tsel ha-

Hokhmah rules that there is no occasion
for the recitation of hirkat ha-gomel
Ncvertheless, in light of the significant noiibt generaten by the arguments
in favor of recitation of this blessing,

other way of rcaching the required

these authorities agree that, under such

destination thc danger is regarded as

~"invoiuntary." However, since one can

circumstances, birkat ha-gomel should
be recited with the deletion of thc Divine

reach the same destination without the

Name and of the phrase "King of the

enhanced danger of a plane trip, assump-

uni verse. "5
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NOTES
l. Scc Shulhari Aruk/i Orah lIayyim 218:8. This view is, however, disputed by Me'iri,
Berakhot 54b, who, in accordance with a literal reading of the verses cited by the Gemara,
maintains that only travelers who lose their way in the desert or sea voyagers who have been
threatened by turbulent waves are required to recite birkat ha-gomel. Among latter-day
authoritics this position is espoused by R. Eliezer Landau (a grandson of Noda hi- Yehudah)
in his commentary on the Mishneh Torah, Yad ha-Melekh, Hilkhol Berakhui 10:8.
2. This distinction does not appear to havc bccn fully apprceiatcd by R. Mordccai Fogelman,
Teshuvot Bet lv/ordekhai, no. 22. However. insofar as his halakhic position is concerned,
Rabbi Fogelman's conclusions concur with thosc of Rabbi Yoscf and Rabbi Waldcnberg.
There also appears to be some confusion with regard to this point in the initial comments of
R. Isaac Liebes, Teshuvoi Bel A vi, I, no. 37.

3. A parasang or parsali is equal in distance to 4 mil or 8,000 cubits. Hased upon R. Abraham
Hayyim ~oe's calculation of the measurement of a cubit or ammah as 48 centimeters (as

presented in his Slii'urei Torah 3:25), a parasang is equal in length to 3,840 meters.
According to Hazon Ish's calculation of an ammah as 58 centimeters (as presented in Hazon
f.ih, "Kunlres Iia-Shi'urim," Orah Hayyim 39: 12), a parasang is equal to 4.640 mctcrs. See

also R. Ya'akov Kanievsky, Shi'urim shel Turah (ßnei Brak, 5729), p. 67. According to
some early authorities, the ammah may be 59.5 centimeters in measurement and yield a
parsah of 4760 meters in length. See R. Ya'akov Gershon Weiss, Middol u-Mishkalot she!
Torah (Jerusalem, 5747). p. 382.

4. Zikhrun Yehudah adopts the same position with regard to lefilal ha-derekh as welL. Insofar

as lefilat ha-derekh is concerned, Zikhron Yehudah's position is contrary to that of
Mishriah Berurah 110:30 and R. Ya'akov Kanievsky, Shi'urim shel Torah. no. 10, addenda,

see. 33. Rabbi Silber distinguishes bctwccn lejilal ha-derekh and birkai ha-gumel in
maintaining that tefillat ha-derekh is recited upon travelling a minimum distance of one
parasang regardless of tbe mode of transportation employed, while birkal ha-gomel is

pronounced only upon completion of a journey of at least seventy-two minutes in duration.
Tefillat ha-derekh is recited because roads are regarded as dangerous due to the presence of
brigands, wild animals, etc. Such dangers are not present, or are greatly reduced, in
inhabited areas and their environs, ¡.e:, within a parasang of a city. Hence, since areas lying
beyond a para
sang are inherently dangerous, tefilat ha-derekli is always recited onjourneys
which take the traveler beyond that distance, even though the distance is traversed with
great speed. However, birkat ha-gomel is not recited unless the journey is at least seventytwo minutes in duration, argues Rabbi Silber, since, when less time is spent in travel, thc
danger is too brief for deliverance to be regarded as "miraculous." Although Rabbi Y osef

cites Zikhron Yehudah with rcgard to botb birkal ha-gomel and lefilat ha-derekh, Rabbi
Yosef's own discussion is limited to birkat ha-gomel.
5. Some authorities advise that in the case of doubtful obligation the blessing may be recited in
the Aramaic form, "Berikh Rahamaria Mara Maika de-alma. . . ." Shulhan Arukh, Orah
Hayyim 167:10, 187:1 and 219:4, rules that the obligation with regard to various blessings
may be fulfilled in this manner, and many authorities maintain that a blessing recited in this
manner docs not constitute a berakhah le-vattalah. a blessing pronounced in vain. Hence,

according to these authorities, this expedient may be utilized in cases of doubtful obligation.
Scc Penei Yehosliu'a. Berakhoi 12a; Arukh ha-Shulhan, Orah Hayyim 202:3; Derekh
Pikkudekha, no. 4, sec. 10; Eshel A vraham (Rav of Bucacz), Orah Hayyim 229:2; Teshuvoi

Bikkurei Shlomoh, Orah Hayyim, no. 39; Sedei Hemed, ma'arekhel ha-Iamed, klal 141,
sec. 32; and na'ai Kedo.,him cited by Helkat Ya'akov. Halam Safer is rcportcd to have used
an Aramaic formula for kiddush levanah on an occasion when it was doubtful whether the
blessing might bc pronounced; see Ha'amek She'alah. she'illa 53, sec. 2, and Tsiis Eli'ezer,

X, nos. 11-12. Tesliuvoi Zekher Simhah. Orah Hayyim, no. 232, reports that the author of
Tesliuvoi Hamudei Dani'el recommended tbat this procedure be followed with regard to the
blessing over the arba minim when there is reason to suspect that the elrog may be a hybrid.

Nevertheless, numerous authorities maintain that a blessing in the form of" Berikh
Rahamana" does constitute a berakhah le-vattalah. See Pri Megadim Mislibeisot Lahav

219:3; Tesliuvoi R. Akiva Eger, no. 25; lIatam Sofer in his commentary on Nedarim 2a
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(which contradicts the earlier-cited position attributed to Halam Sofer); Havvut Da at,
Yoreh De'ah 110; Bel ha-Safek, sec. 20; Maharam Shick al Taryag Mitsvoi, no. 69; and
Ha 'amek She 'alah, she

'ilia 53, sec. 2. Hcncc, according to these authorities. thc cxpedient of

"Berikh Rahamana" cannot be utilized in cases of doubtful obligation. See also Iggerot
Mosheh, Orah Hayyim, iv, no. 40, sec. 27.
Teshuvoi Rivash, no. 408, advises reciting "'Barukh atah ha-Shem. . ." in all cases of

doubtful obligation. Utilization of the term "ha-Shem" presents no problcm of
pronouncement of the Divine Name since it is not a vernacular term for the Deity but means
simply "the '\ame." J\cvcrtheless, Teshuvol Rivash maintains that use of this term fulfills

the requirement for incorporation of the Divine Name in a blessing. This expedient is
recommended by Helkai Ya 'akov for recitation of birkat ha-gomel subsequent to trips by

air. For yet another expedient in cases of doubtful ohligation, see Pithei Teshuvah, Yoreh
De'ah 328: i.
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